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In the present paper we consider a class of multiobjective B-vex programming
problems involving differentiable B-vex n-set functions and establish duality re-
sults in terms of properly efficient solutions. Further, we relate the problem to a
certain saddle point of a Lagrangian and show multiobjective fractional program as
a special case of the main problem. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Optimization theory dealing with set functions was recently developed
w xby Morris 11 , who defined the notion of local convexity, global convexity,
and differentiability for set functions and established optimality conditions
and Lagrangian duality that are closely parallel to similar results in
nonlinear programming problems with point functions. He also discussed
some computational procedures for the solution of nonlinear programs
w x w xwith set functions. Corley 8 extended the results presented by Morris 11
for n-set functions and established optimality conditions along with La-
w xgrangian duality. Zalmai 14 mentioned several applications of nonlinear
programming problems involving n-set functions and considered several
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practical applications for a class of nonlinear programming problems
w xinvolving a single objective and differentiable n-set functions. Zalmai 14
also established several sufficient optimality conditions and duality results
w xunder generalized r-convexity conditions. Bector et al. 3 established
sufficient optimality conditions and proved duality results for multiobjec-
w xtive programming problems with differentiable n-set functions. In 4 ,
Bector et al. consider a class of multiobjective fractional programming
problems in which the objectives are ratios of appropriately restricted
w xdifferentiable n-set functions and introduce, along the lines of Bector 2 ,
w xWolfe's dual 13 and establish duality results in terms of properly efficient
solutions. A relationship with a certain vector-valued saddle point of a
Lagrangian is established. In the present paper we generalize the results
w xpresented in 4 to a multiobjective programming problem in which the
w xfunctions involved are B-vex n-set functions 1, 5 .
2. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, AND PRELIMINARIES
 .Throughout the paper we assume that X, A, m is a finite atomless
 .measure space with L X, A, m separable. We also assume that S is a1
subset of An s A = A = ??? = A, the n-fold product of s-algebra A of
subsets of a given set X. Let d be the pseudometric on An defined by
1r2n
2d R , R , . . . , R , S , S , . . . , S s m R DS , .  .  . . 1 2 n 1 2 n i i
is1
R , S g A , ; i s 1, 2, . . . , n ,i i
 n .where R DS denotes the symmetric difference for R and S . Thus A , di i i i
is a pseudosymmetric space which will serve as the domain for most of the
 .functions used in the present paper. Thus h g L X, A, m and Z g A1
 .  .with indicator characteristic function I g L X, A, m , the general inte-z `
 :gral H h dm will be denoted by h, I .z z
w xWe now give the following definitions along the lines of Zalmai 14 .
DEFINITION 2.1. A set function H: A ª R1 is said to be differentiable
 .at S* g A if there exists DH g L X, A, m , called the derivative of HS* 1
at S*, such that
 :H S s H S* q DH , I y I q V S*, S , .  .  .S* S* S* H
where
V S*, S is o d S*, S , .  .H
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i.e.,
lim V S*, S rd S*, S s 0. .  .H
 .d S*, S ª0
We now define the differentiation for an n-set function.
n 1  U U . nDEFINITION 2.2. Let F: A ª R and S , S , . . . , S* g A . Then F1 2 n
 U U .is said to have a partial derivative at S , S , . . . , S* with respect to its1 2 n
 .  U Uith argument S if the set function H S s F S , S , . . . ,i i 1 2
U U U . UUS , S , S , . . . , S , has derivative DF at S . In that case we defineiy1 i iq1 n S ii
 U U U .the ith partial derivative of F at S , S , . . . , S to be1 2 n
D F U U s DF U , i s 1, 2, . . . , n.i S S S1 , . . . , n i
n 1  U U U . nDEFINITION 2.3. Let F: A ª R and S , S , . . . , S g A . Then F is1 2 n
 U U U .said to be differentiable at S , S , . . . , S if all the partial derivatives1 2 n
DF U , i s 1, 2, . . . , n, exist and satisfySi
n
U U U
U U UF S , S , . . . , S s F S , S , . . . , S q D F , I y I : .  . 1 2 n 1 2 n i S S S S1 , . . . , n i i
is1
U U Uq W S , S , . . . , S , S , S , . . . , S , .  .F 1 2 n 1 2 n
where
U U UW S , S , . . . , D , S , S , . . . , S .  .F 1 2 n 1 2 n
is
U U U no d S , S , . . . , S , S , S , . . . , S for all S , S , . . . , S g A . 4 .  .  .1 2 n 1 2 n i 2 n
DEFINITION 2.4. Let F: An ª R1 be differentiable. Then F is said to
 . w x  .  .be convex strictly convex 8, 14 if for R , R , . . . , R , S , S , . . . , S1 2 n 1 2 n
g An
n
F R , R , . . . , R yF S , S , . . . , S P ) D F , I y I . : .  .  . 1 2 n 1 2 n i S S R S1 , . . . , n i i
is1
DEFINITION 2.5. Let F: An ª R1 be differentiable. Then F is said to
 . w x  .  .be concave strictly concave 8, 14 if for R , R , . . . , R , S , S , . . . , S1 2 n 1 2 n
g An
n
F R , R , . . . , R yF S , S , . . . , S O - D F , I y I . : .  .  . 1 2 n 1 2 n i S S R S1 , . . . , n i i
is1
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 .Next we introduce the following definition of n-set B-vex strictly B-vex
function.
w x n 1 n nDEFINITION 2.6 5 . F: A ª R be differentiable and B: A = A ª
1  . nR , B ) 0. Then F is B-vex strictly B-vex on A , if for R s
 .  . nR , . . . , R , S s S , . . . , S g A1 n 1 n
B R , S F R , R , . . . , R y F S , S , . . . , S .  .  .1 2 n 1 2 n
n
P ) D F , I y I . : .  i S S R S1 , . . . , n i i
is1
w x n 1 n nDEFINITION 2.7 5 . Let F: A ªR be differentiable and B: A =A ª
1  . nR , B ) 0. Then F is B-cave strictly B-cave on A if for R s
 .  . nR , R , . . . , R , S s S , S , . . . , S g A1 2 n 1 2 n
B R , S F R , R , . . . , R y F S , S , . . . , S .  .  .1 2 n 1 2 n
n
O - D F , I y I , : .  i S S R S1 , . . . , n i i
is1
 . w x nor equivalently, F is B-cave strictly B-cave 5 on A if and only if yF is
 . nB-vex strictly B-vex on A .
We now consider the nonlinear multiobjective fractional programming
 .problem VP involving differentiable n-set functions,
VP V-min Q S , S , . . . , S , . . . , Q S , S , . . . , S .  .  .1 1 2 n p 1 2 n
subject to
Q S , S , . . . , S O 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , p , and j s 1, 2, . . . , m 2.2 .  .i j 1 2 n
S s S , S , . . . , S g An , 2.3 .  .1 2 n
where
 . ni A is the n-fold product of a s-algebra A of subsets of a given
set X,
 .ii Q for i s 1, 2, . . . , p, and Q for i s 1, 2, . . . , p and j si i j
1, 2, . . . , m are real-valued differentiable B -vex functions defined on An,i
and
 .iii the symbol V-min stands for vector minimization.
 U U U . n  .DEFINITION 2.8. A feasible solution S , S , . . . , S g A for VP is1 2 n
 .said to be efficient for VP if and only if there is no other feasible solution
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 .  .S , S , . . . , S g A for A for VP such that1 2 n
F S , S , . . . , S O F SU , SU , . . . , SU for all i g 1, 2, . . . , p .  .  .i 1 2 n i 1 2 n
and
F S , S , . . . , S - F SU , SU , . . . , SU for some k g 1, 2, . . . , p . .  .  .k 1 2 n k 1 2 n
 U U U .  .DEFINITION 2.9. An efficient solution S , S , . . . , S for VP is said1 2 n
 .to be properly efficient for VP if and only if there exists a scalar M ) 0
 .such that for all i g 1, 2, . . . , p ,
U U UF S , S , . . . , S y F S , S , . . . , S .  .i 1 2 n i 1 2 n
U U UO M F S , S , . . . , S y F S , S , . . . , S .  .j 1 2 n j 1 2 n
 .for some j g 1, 2, . . . , p such that
F S , S , . . . , S ) F SU , SU , . . . , SU .  .j 1 2 n j 1 2 n
 . n  .whenever S , S , . . . , S g A is feasible for VP and1 2 n
F S , S , . . . , S - F SX , SU , . . . , SU . .  .i 1 2 n i 1 2 n
An efficient solution that is not properly efficient is said to be improperly
 U U U .  .efficient. Thus for S , S , . . . , S to be improperly efficient for VP1 2 n
means that to every sufficiently large scalar M ) 0, there is a feasible
 . nsolution S , S , . . . , S g A and an i such that1 2 n
F S , S , . . . , S - F SU , SU , . . . , SU .  .i 1 2 n i 1 2 n
and
U U UF S , S , . . . , S y F S , S , . . . , S .  .i 1 2 n i 1 2 n
U U U) M F S , S , . . . , S y F S , S , . . . , S .  .j 1 2 n j 1 2 n
 .for all j g 1, 2, . . . , p , such that
F S , S , . . . , S ) F SU , SU , . . . , SU . .  .j 1 2 n j 1 2 n
For a vector maximization problem the above definitions are modified
accordingly.
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 .In what follows, we shall need the following programming problem PP ,
containing a single objective n-set function:
PP minimize F S , S , . . . , S .  .1 2 n
subject to
H S , S , . . . , S O 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m .j 1 2 n
S , S , . . . , S g An . .1 2 n
 U U U . nDEFINITION 2.10. A point S , S , . . . , S g A is said to be a regular1 2 n
Ã Ã Ã n .  .feasible solution for PP if there exists S , S , . . . , S g A such that1 2 n
n
U U U
U U UH S , S , . . . , S q D H , I y I - 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , p. : . Ãj 1 2 n i jS S S S1 , . . . , n i i
is1
 .In what follows we shall use the following theorem for PP whose proof
w xmay be found in 8, 14 .
 U U U .THEOREM 2.1. Let S , S , . . . , S be a regular optimal solution of1 2 n




U U U U UD F q u D H , I y I P 0, ;S g A , i s 1, 2, . . . , n.i S S j i jS S S S i ;1 , . . . , n 1 , . . . , n i i
js1
uUH SU , SU , . . . , SU s 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m .  .j j 1 2 n
H SU , SU , . . . , SU O 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m .  .j 1 2 n
u* s uU , uU , . . . , uU P 0. .1 2 m
3. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS
 .  U .From VP , we write the following multiple problems P 'k
 U U .P S , . . . , S , for k s 1, 2, . . . , p, each problem having a single objectivek 1 n
n-set function:
PU minimize Q S , S , . . . , S .  .k k 1 2 n
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subject to
Q S , S , . . . , S O Q SU , SU , . . . , SU , ; i s 1, 2, . . . , p; i / k .  .i 1 2 n i 1 2 n
3.1 .
Q S , S , . . . , S O 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m 3.2 .  .  .i j 1 2 n
S , S , . . . , S g An 3.3 .  .1 2 n
for each k s 1, 2, . . . , p. 3.4 .
The following lemma can be proved along the lines of Chankong and
w xHaimes 7 .
 U U U . nLEMMA 3.1. Let S , S , . . . , S g A be1 2 n
 .H-1. regular for VP , and
 U .H-2. regular for at least one P , k s 1, 2, . . . , p.k
 U U U .  .Then S , S , . . . , S is an efficient solution for VP if and only if it is1 2 n
 U .optimal solution of the problem P .k
LEMMA 3.2. For i s 1, 2, . . . , p, F is a B -¨ex function on An. Then:i i
 .i For a P 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , p, the function F s a F q ??? qa F isi 1 1 p p
B -¨ex on An.i
 .ii Additionally, for i s 1, 2, . . . , p, if at least one of F is a strictlyi
B -¨ex functions on An with corresponding a ) 0, then F s a Fi i 1 1
q ??? qa F is strictly B -¨ex on An.p p i
 .  U U U . nTHEOREM 3.1 Necessary Conditions . Let S , S , . . . , S g A be a1 2 n
 .  .i regular efficient solution for VP , and
 .  U .ii regular solution for P , k s 1, 2, . . . , p.k
Then there exist
l* s lU , lU , . . . , lU ) 0 and y* j s yU , yU , . . . , yU , . .1 2 p 1 j 2 j p j




U U U U Ul D Q q y D Q , I y I P0,  i r iS S i j r i jS S S S1 , . . . , n 1 , . . . , n r r ;
is1 js1 is1
;S g A , r s 1, 2, . . . , n , 3.5 .r
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yU Q SU , SU , . . . , SU s 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m 3.6 .  .  .i j i j 1 2 n
Q SU , SU , . . . , SU O 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m 3.7 .  .  .i j 1 2 n
yU P 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m . 3.8 .  .i j
 U U U .  .Proof. Since S , S , . . . , S is a regular efficient solution for VP , by1 2 n
 U .Lemma 3.1 it is an optimal solution for P , k s 1, 2, . . . , p. Alsok
 U U U .  U .S , S , . . . , S is regular for P ; therefore, by Theorem 2.2, there exist1 2 n k
t U P 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , p , i / k , u P 0i k i jk
for i s 1, 2, . . . , p and j s 1, 2, . . . , m such that
p pm
U U
U U U U U U UD Q q t D Q q u D Q , I y I P0,  r kS S ik r iS S i jk r i jS S S S1 , . . . , n 1 , . . . , n 1 , . . . , n r r ;
is1 js1 is1
i/k
;S g A , r s 1, 2, . . . , n 3.9 .r
uU Q SU , SU , . . . , SU s 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m 3.10 .  .  .i jk i j 1 2 n
Q SU , SU , . . . , SU O 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m 3.11 .  .  .i j 1 2 n
uU P 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m 3.12 .  .i j
for each k s 1, 2, . . . , p. 3.13 .
 .  .  .Summing over k in 3.9 , 3.10 , 3.12 , and setting
p




U Uy s u P 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m , .i j i jk
ks1
 .  .we obtain 3.5 ] 3.8 .
 .THEOREM 3.2 Sufficient Conditions . Assume that there exist
lU ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , p , yU P 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , p , j s 1, 2, . . . , mi i j
 .  .  U U U .such that 3.5 ] 3.8 hold at S , S , . . . , S for all feasible solutions of1 2 n
 .  U U U .  .VP . Then S , S , . . . , S is an efficient solution of VP .1 2 n
 U U U .Proof. We assume that S , S , . . . , S is not an efficient solution of1 2 n
 .  U U U .VP and exhibit a contradiction. S , S , . . . , S not being an efficient1 2 n
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 .  .solution of VP yields that there exists a feasible solution S , S , . . . , S1 2 n
 .to VP such that
Q S , S , . . . , S O Q SU , SU , . . . , SU for i s 1, 2, . . . , p , i / k .  .i 1 2 n i 1 2 n
3.14 .
and
Q S , S , . . . , S - Q SU , SU , . . . , SU . 3.15 .  .  .k 1 2 n k 1 2 n
Since the functions Q and Q are B -vex, andi i j i
lU ) 0, yU P 0 for all 1 s 1, 2, . . . , p and j s 1, 2, . . . , m ,i i j
by Lemma 3.2,
m
U Ul Q S , S , . . . , S q y Q S , S , . . . , S .  .i i 1 2 n i j i j 1 2 n
js1
is B -vex for i s 1, 2, . . . , p. Hence, by Definition 2.6, there isi
B : An = An ª R1 , B ) 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , pi i
 .such that for all S , S , . . . , S we have1 2 n
m




UP D l Q q y Q , I y I , 3.16 .r i i i j i j S Sr r ; /
U Ujs1 S S1 , . . . , n
 .where, for notational convenience, we have S s S , . . . , S and S* s1 n
 U U .  .S , . . . , S . Using the summation sign on both sides of 3.16 for i s1 n
1, 2, . . . , p, we obtain
p m
U U UB S, S l Q S , . . . , S q y Q S , . . . , S .  .  . i i 1 n i j i j 1 n /
is1 js1
m




UP D l Q q y Q , I y I r i i i j i j S Sr r ; /
U Uis1 js1 S S1 , . . . , n
p m
U U
U U U U Us l D Q q y D Q , I y I . 3.17 . i r iS S i j r i jS S S S1 , . . . , n 1 , . . . , n r r ; /
is1 js1
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 .  .  .3.8 , 3.2 and 3.6 yield
m m
U U U U Uy Q S , S , . . . , S O y Q S , S , . . . , S , i s 1, 2, . . . , p. .  . i j i j 1 2 n i j i j 1 2 n
js1 js1
3.18 .
 .  .  . U n3.14 , 3.15 , and 3.18 along with l ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , p, and B : A =i i
An ª R1, B ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , p, yield1
p m
U U UB S, S l Q S , . . . , S q y Q S , . . . , S .  .  . i i i 1 n i j i j 1 n /
is1 js1
m
U U U U U Uy l Q S , . . . , S q y Q S , . . . , S - 0. 3.19 .  .  .i i 1 n i j i j 1 n /
js1
 .  .3.17 and 3.19 yield
p m
U U
U U U U Ul D Q q y D Q , I y I - 0, i r iS S i j r i jS S S S1 , . . . , n 1 , . . . , n r r ; /
is1 js1
 .which contradicts 3.5 . Hence the result.
Remark 3.1. We observe that Theorem 3.2 can be strengthened if the
 . assumption ii for i s 1, 2, . . . , p each Q and each Q is a real-valuedi i j
n .  .differentiable B -vex functions on A for j s 1, 2, . . . , m in VP is re-i
placed by the following:
 .i For all i s 1, 2, . . . , p each
m
U Ul Q S , S , . . . , S q y Q S , S , . . . , S .  .i i 1 2 n i j i j 1 2 n
js1
is a differentiable B -vex function on An, ori
 .ii
p m
U Ul Q S , S , . . . , S q y Q S , S , . . . , S .  . 1 i 1 2 n i j i j 1 2 n /
is1 js1
is a differentiable B -vex function on An.i
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4. DUAL PROBLEM AND DUALITY THEOREMS
 .The above necessary and sufficient theorems Theorems 3.1 and 3.2
provide us the motivation for introducing the following vector maximiza-
w x  .tion problem as the Wolfe-type 13 dual problem VD for the primal
 .vector minimization problem VP .
VD .
m
maximize Q T , . . . , T q y Q T , . . . , T , . . . , Q T , . . . , T .  .  .1 1 n 1 j 1 j 1 n p 1 n
js1
m





UD l Q T , . . . , T q y Q T , . . . , T , I y I P 0, .  . r i i 1 n i j i j 1 n S Tr r ; /
U Uis1 js1 T T1 , . . . , n
for all S g A , r s 1, 2, . . . , n , 4.2 .r
l ) 0, y P 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p , j s 1, 2, . . . , m , T , T , . . . , T g An . .  .i i j 1 2 n
4.3 .
Henceforth, we shall use, for notational convenience, the following nota-
 .  .tions for VP and VD :
l s l , l , . . . , l ) 0, T s T , T , . . . , T g An , . .1 2 p 1 2 n
S s S , S , . . . , S g An . .1 2 n
Also,
y y ??? ??? y11 12 1m
y y ??? ??? y p=m21 22 2 mY s g R
??? ??? ??? ??? ???
y y ??? ??? yp1 p2 pm
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 .is the matrix of Lagrange multipliers for the constraints of VP ,
y i s y , y , . . . , y , i s 1, 2, . . . , m , .i1 i2 im
F S s Q S , S , . . . , S , . . . , Q S , S , . . . , S 4.4 .  .  .  .1 1 2 n p 1 2 n
Q S s Q S , S , . . . , S , i s 1, 2, . . . , p 4.5 .  .  .i i 1 2 n
Q S s Q S , S , . . . , S , i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m 4.6 .  .  .i j i j 1 2 n
m
iL T , y s Q T , T , . . . , T q y Q T , T , . . . , T , .  . . i i 1 2 n i j i j 1 2 n
js1
i s 1, 2, . . . , p 4.7 .
1 2 pL T , Y s L T , y , L T , y , . . . , L T , y . 4.8 .  .  . .  .1 2 p
Thus, we have the vector minimization problem as the primal problem
 .VP ,
VP V-minimize F S .  .
subject to
Q S O 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m 4.9 .  .  .i j
S g An
and the following vector maximization problem as the vector dual program
 .VD :




U U UD l L T , y , I y I P 0, for all T g A 4.10 . . T Tr i i T T1 , . . . , n ;r r
is1
l ) 0, Y P 0, Y g R p=m , l g R p , y i g Rm , T g An . 4.11 .
 . n  .THEOREM 4.1 Weak Duality . Let S g A be feasible to VP and
 .  .  .  .l, T ,Y be feasible to VD . Then F S g L T , Y .
 .  .Proof. If possible let F S F L T , Y . This implies
Q S O L T , y i , i s 1, 2, . . . , p , i / k .  .i i
Q S - L T , y i . .  .k k
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 .  .This along with 4.9 and 4.12 yields
m
iQ S q y Q S O L T , y , i s 1, 2, . . . , p , i / k .  .  .i i j i j i
js1
m
iQ S q y Q S - L T , y . .  .  .k k j k j k
js1
 .Since l ) 0 and B S, T ) 0 for all i s 1, 2, . . . , p, from the above wei i
have
m m
l B S, T Q S q y Q S y Q T q y Q T O0, .  .  .  .  . i i i i j i j i i j i j /  /
js1 js1
i s 1, 2, . . . , p , i / k
m m
l B S, T Q S q y Q S y Q T q y Q T -0, .  .  .  .  . k k k k j k j k k j k j /  /
js1 js1
respectively. This leads to
p m m
l B S, T Q S q y Q S y Q T q y Q T -0. .  .  .  .  .  i i i i j i j i i j i j /  /
is1 js1 js1
4.12 .
 .4.12 along with the B -vexity assumption on functions Q and Q fori i i j
i s 1, 2, . . . , p and j s 1, 2, . . . , m yields
p
i n
U U UD l L T , y , I y I - 0, for S g A . T , . . . , Tr i i S T1 n ;r r
is1
 .  .being a primal feasible solution. This contradicts 4.10 . Hence F S g
 .L T , Y .
 .  .COROLLARY 4.1. Let S* be a feasible solution of VP and let l*, T*, Y *
 .  .  .be a feasible solution of VD with F S* s L T*, Y * . Then S* and
 .  .  .l*, S*,Y * are efficient solutions of VP and VD , respecti¨ ely.
 .  .COROLLARY 4.2. Let S be a feasible solution of VP and l, T , Y be a
 . pfeasible solution of VD . Then there exists l* ) 0, l* g R such that
p p
U U il Q S P l L T , y . .  . i i i i
is1 is1
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 . nTHEOREM 4.2 Strong Duality . Suppose S* g A satisfies H-1 and H-2
 .of Lemma 3.1 and is a properly efficient solution of VP . Then there exist
p p=m  .l* g R , Y * g R , l* ) 0, Y * P 0 such that l*, S*, Y * is a properly
 .  .efficient solution of VD and the objecti¨ e ¨alue of VP at S* is equal to the
 .  .objecti¨ e ¨alue of VD at l*, S*, Y * .
 .Proof. Since S* is a properly efficient solution of VP and satisfies H-1
and H-2 of Lemma 3.1, by Theorem 3.1, there exist




U U U U Ul D Q q u D Q , I y I P 0,  i r iS , . . . , S i j r i jS , . . . , S S S1 n 1 n r r ;
is1 js1 is1
;S g A , r s 1, 2, . . . , n.r
uU Q SU , SU , . . . , SU s 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m .  .i j i j 1 2 n
Q SU , SU , . . . , SU O 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m .  .i j 1 2 n
lU)0, uU P 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m . .i i j
Since lU ) 0, settingi




U U U U Ul D Q q l y D Q , I y I P 0,  i r iS , . . . , S i i j r i jS , . . . , S S S1 n 1 n r r ;
is1 js1 is1
;S g A , r s 1, 2, . . . , n , 4.13 .r
lU yU Q SU , SU , . . . , SU s 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m .  .i i j i j 1 2 n
4.14 .
Q SU , SU , . . . , SU O 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m 4.15 .  .  .i j 1 2 n
lU ) 0, lU yU P 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m . 4.16 .  .i i i j
 .  .  .4.7 , 4.13 , and 4.16 yield
p
U i
U U UD l L S, y , I y I P 0 . S , . . . , Sr i i S S1 n ;r r
is1
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and
lU ) 0, yU P 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m . .i i j
 .  .  .This yields that l*, S*, Y * is a feasible solution to VD . From 4.14 we
get
m




UQ S* s Q S* q y Q S* for all i s 1, 2, . . . , p; .  .  .i i i j i j
js1
that is,
F S* s L S*, Y * . .  .
 .This implies that the objective value of VP at S* is equal to the
 .  .objective value of VD at l*, S*, Y * . Using Corollary 4.1 we have that
 .  .  .l*, S*, Y * is an efficient solution of VD . We next show that l*, S*, Y *
 .is a properly efficient solution of VD . For doing so we assume that
 .  .l*, S*, Y * is not a properly efficient solution of VD and exhibit a
 .  .contradiction. If l*, S*, Y * is not a properly efficient solution of VD ,
then it is only improperly efficient. Therefore, to every sufficiently large
Ä Ä Ä .  .scalar M ) 0, there is a solution l, S, Y feasible to VD such that for
Ä i i .  .some i, L S, y ) L S*, y* andÄi i
i i k kÄ ÄL S, y y L S*, y* ) M L S*, y* y L S, y .  .Ä Ä .  .i i k k
k Ä k .  .for all M ) 0 and all k s 1, 2, . . . , p such that L S*, y* ) L S, y .Äk k
Ä i i .  .Equivalently, L S, y is infinitely better than L S*, y* for some i,Äi i
k Ä k .  .whereas L S*, y* is at most finitely better than L S, y for anyÄk k
k s 1, 2, . . . , p. Hence for any l ) 0, l g R p,
p p




Uy Q S* s 0 for all i s 1, 2, . . . , p; . i j i j
js1
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 . ptherefore, by 4.17 we have for any l ) 0, l g R ,
p p
iÄl L S, y ) l Q S* , 4.18 .  .Ä . i i i i
is1 is1
 .  .but 4.18 contradicts Corollary 4.2, and therefore, l*, S*, Y * is a prop-
 .erly efficient solution of VD .
Remark 4.1. We observe that Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 can be strength-
 . ened if assumption ii for i s 1, 2, . . . , p each Q and each Q is ai i j
n .real-valued differentiable B -vex function on A for j s 1, 2, . . . , m ini
 .VP is replaced by the following:
 .  i.i For all i s 1, 2, . . . , p each L T , y is a differentiable B -vexi i
 .  .function on all feasible solutions of VP and VD , or
 . T  .ii l L T , Y is a differentiable B-vex function on all feasible
 .  .solutions of VP and VD .
We now prove the following Mangasarian-type converse duality theorem
w x  .  .10 for VP and VD .
 .THEOREM 4.3 Strict Converse Theorem . Suppose S* satisfies H-1 and
 .H-2 of Lemma 3.1, and is a properly efficient solution of VP . Let
 .  .l*, T*, Y * be a properly efficient solution of VD . If at least one of
Q , i s 1, 2, . . . , p, is strictly B -¨ex andror at least one of Q , with thei i i j
corresponding y ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m, is strictly B -¨ex, theni j i
 .  .S* s T*; that is, T* is a properly efficient solution of VP and F S* s
 .L T*, Y * .
Proof. We assume that S* / T* and exhibit a contradiction. By Theo-
rem 4.2, there exist
lU ) 0, yU P 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m ,i i j
 .  .  .such that 4.13 ] 4.16 hold and l*, S*, Y * is a properly efficient solution
 .for VD , and
F S* s L S*, Y * .  .
s L T*, Y * . 4.19 .  .
This yields
L S*, Y * y L T*, Y * s 0. 4.20 .  .  .
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 .  .From 4.16 and 4.20 we have
m m
U U UQ S* q y y Q S* y Q T* q y Q T* s 0, .  .  .  . i i j i j i j i i j i j /  /
js1 js1
i s 1, 2, . . . , p. 4.21 .
U  .  .Since l ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , p, and for all feasible S, l, T , Y , B S, T* ) 0,i i
 .i s 1, 2, . . . , p, 4.21 yields
p m
U Ul B S*, T* Q S* q y Q S* .  .  . i i i i j i j /
is1 js1
m
U Uy Q T* q y Q T s 0. 4.22 .  .  .i i j i j /
js1
Now we are given the hypothesis that at least one of Q , i s 1, 2, . . . , p, isi
strictly B -vex andror at least one of Q , with the corresponding y ) 0,i i j i j
i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m, is strictly B -vex. To be specific we assumei
that Q is strictly B -vex. We can handle the strict B-vexity of otherk k
 .functions exactly along the same lines. This, by Lemma 3.2 ii , implies that
the function Q q m yU Q is strictly B -vex for i s k. Therefore, fori js1 i j i j i
S* / T* we have
p m
U Ul B S*, T* Q S* q y Q S* .  .  . i i i i j i j /
is1 js1
m




U U U U) D l L T , y , I y I . 4.23 . . T , . . . , Tr i i S T1 n ;r r
is1
 .  .Using 4.10 in 4.23 we have
p m
U Ul B S*, T* Q S* q y Q S* .  .  . i i i i j i j /
is1 js1
m
Uy Q T* q y Q T* ) 0. 4.24 .  .  .i i j i j /
js1
 .  .  .  .4.24 contradicts 4.22 . Hence S* s T*. Also from 4.19 , F S* s
 .L S*, Y * .
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Remark 4.2. We observe that Theorem 4.3 can be strengthened if
 . assumption ii for i s 1, 2, . . . , p each Q and each Q is a real valuedi i j
n .  .differentiable B -vex functions on A for j s 1, 2, . . . , m in VP is re-i
placed by the following.
 .  i.i For all i s 1, 2, . . . , p each L T , y is a differentiable B -vexi i
 .  .function on all feasible solutions of VP and VD , or
 . T  .ii l L T , Y is a differentiable B-vex function on all feasible
 .  .solutions of VP and VD .
5. VECTOR-VALUED LAGRANGIAN AND VECTOR
SADDLE POINT
In this section we consider the vector-valued Lagrangian L : An =
R p=m ª R p given byq
1 2 pL S, Y s L S, y , L S, y , . . . , L S, y , .  . .  .1 2 p
 i.where L S, y , as already defined, isi
m
i  4L S, y s Q S q y Q S , i g I s 1, 2, . . . , p .  . . i i i j i j
js1
and R p=m contains nonnegative elements.q
w x Along the lines of Rodder 12 , we define a vector saddle point or
.  .generalized saddle point of L and study its relationship to VP .
 . p=mDEFINITION 5.1. A point S*, Y * g R is said to be a vector saddleq
point of the vector-valued Lagrangian L if
L S*, Y G L S*, Y * for all Y g R p=m .  ./ q
and
L S*, Y * G L S, Y * for all S g An . .  ./
We now prove the following two theorems along the lines of Mangasar-
w xian 10 .
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose S* g An satisfies H-1 and H-2 of Lemma 3.1
 . Uand is a properly efficient solution of VP . Then there exist l ) 0, i g I,i
p=m  .and Y * g R such that S*, Y * is a ¨ector saddle point of the ¨ector-q
 .¨alued Lagrangian L T , Y .
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Proof. Since S* g An satisfies H-1 and H-2 of Lemma 3.1 and is a
 . Uproperly efficient solution of VP , there exist l ) 0, i g I, and Y * gi
R p=m such thatq
p
i
U U UD l L S, Y * , I y I P 0, . S , . . . , Sr i i S S1 n ;r r
is1
for all VP -feasible S g An , 5.1 .  .
yU Q SU , SU , . . . , SU s 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m 5.2 .  .  .i j i j 1 2 n
Q SU , SU , . . . , SU O 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m 5.3 .  .  .i j 1 2 n
lU ) 0, yU P 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m . 5.4 .  .i i j
We first prove that
L S*, Y * G L S, Y * for all S g An . .  ./
 .  .  .If possible let L S*, Y * G L S, Y * for some VP -feasible solution
nS g A . This implies
i iL S*, y* P L S, y* for all i g I , i / k .  .i i
and
k kL S*, y* ) L S, y* . .  .k k
This yields
p
i iUl L S, y* y L S*, y* - 0 for some VP -feasible S. . .  . . i i i
is1
5.5 .
 .Using the above hypothesis along with Theorem 2.2, 5.5 in conjunction
 .  .with 5.2 ] 5.4 gives
p
i
U U UD l L S, y* , I y I - 0, for some VP -feasible S, . . S , . . . , Sr i i S S ;1 n r r
is1
5.6 .
 .  .but 5.6 contradicts 5.1 . Thus,
L S*, Y * G L S, Y * for all VP -feasible S g An . .  .  ./
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To prove the other part of the vector saddle point inequality we have
m
i iL S*, y* y L S*, y s y y Q S* P 0, i g I. . . . i i i j i j
js1
Thus,
L S*, Y G L S*, Y * for all Y g R p=m. .  ./ q
We shall now prove Theorem 5.2 under a somewhat restricted vector
 .  .minimization RVP model of the vector minimization problem VP . We
 .consider the RVP model
RVP V-min Q S , Q S , . . . , Q S .  .  .  .1 2 p
subject to
H S O 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m , .j
S g An ,
where
 . ni A is the n-fold product of a s-algebra A of subsets of a given
set X,
 .ii Q for i s 1, 2, . . . , p, and H for j s 1, 2, . . . , m, are real-valuedi j
differentiable B -vex functions defined on An, andi
 .iii the symbol V-min stands for vector minimization.
 .We write the constraint set of RVP as
G s S g An : H S O 0 j s 1, 2, . . . , m . . 4j
For i s 1, 2, . . . , p, we now introduce a differentiable mapping T : R1 ª R1i
 .y1  . y1 .for which T exists and T ) 0 and T 0 s 0 such that T 0 s 0 andi i
write
Q S s T H S .  . .i j i j
and modify the set G to obtain an equivalent constraint set G as follows:m
G s S g An : Q S ' T H S O 0, .  .  .m i j i j
i s 1, 2, . . . , p , j s 1, 2, . . . , m .4
Constraint sets G and G are equivalent in the sense that S g An is in G ifm
and only if it is in G . We then have the modified vector minimizationm
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 .  .MVP of RVP




G s S g An : Q S ' T H S O 0, .  .  .m i j i j
i s 1, 2, . . . , p , j s 1, 2, . . . , m ,4
 . nii A is the n-fold product of a s-algebra A of subsets of a given
set X,
 .iii Q for i s 1, 2, . . . , p, and Q for i s 1, 2, . . . , p, j s 1, 2, . . . , m,i i j
are real-valued differentiable B -vex functions defined on An.i
 .  .We see that MVP is of the same type as VP . Therefore, a dual
 .  .problem for MVP will be of the same type as VD . Also, we can easily
 .define a saddle point for MVP in a manner similar to Definition 5.1.
 .  .Furthermore, it is easy to see that RVP and MVP are equivalent in the
following sense:
 . ni S g A is in G if and only if it is in G .m
 .  .  .ii S g G is an efficient properly efficient solution of RVP if and
 .  .only if it is an efficient properly efficient solution of MVP .
 .THEOREM 5.2. Let S*, Y * be a ¨ector saddle point of the ¨ector-¨ alued
 .  .  .Lagrangian L S, Y for MVP ; then S* is RVP -feasible,
m
Uy H S* s 0 for at least one i s 1, 2, . . . , p. . i j j
js1
 .Furthermore S* is an efficient solution of RVP .
 .Proof. S*, Y * is a vector saddle point of the vector-valued Lagrangian
 .  .L S, Y for MVP yields
L S*, Y G L S*, Y * for all Y g R p=m .  ./ q
and
L S*, Y * G L S, Y * for all S g An . .  ./
 .  . p=mWe first consider L S*, Y G L S*, Y * for all Y g R . This implies/ q
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that for any Y g R p=m,q
L S*, y i y L S*, y*i O 0 for at least one i .  .i i
m
Uy y y Q S* O 0 for at least one i . 5.7 .  .  . i j i j i j
js1
 .  .  .Assume that 5.7 holds for i s k say , where 1 O k O p. Then, in 5.7 ,
setting
y k s y*k q e j, e j s 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 g Rm , .
with 1 being at the jth place, we get
Q S* F 0 for j s 1, 2, . . . , m. .k j
Thus we have
T H S* O 0 for j s 1, 2, . . . , m. . .k j
1 1  .y1This along with the assumption that T : R ª R , T exists, T ) 0 andi i i
y1 .T 0 s 0, for i s 1, 2, . . . , p, givesi
H S* O 0 for j s 1, 2, . . . , m. . .j
 .Thus, S* is RVP -feasible. Now
yU P 0, i g I , and Q S* O 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m; .i j i j
therefore,
m
Uy Q S* O 0, i g I. . i j i j
js1
 .  .Setting Y s 0 in L S*, Y G L S*, Y * , we obtain,/
m




Uy Q S* O 0, i g I , . i j i j
js1
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gives
m
Uy Q S* s 0 for at least one i g I. . i j i j
js1
1 1  .y1 y1 .Using the assumption that T : R ª R , T exists, T ) 0 and T 0 si i i i
0 for i s 1, 2, . . . , p we have
m
Uy H S* s 0, for at least one i g I. . i j j
js1
 .   . .For any RVP -feasible S hence for any MVP -feasible S and for all
i g I, we have
m
i i UQ S y Q S* s L S, y* y L S*, y* y y Q S .  .  . .  . i i i i i j i j
js1
P L S, y*i y L S*, y*i , 5.8 . .  .i i
 .  .  .  .But L S*, Y * G L S, Y * for RVP -feasible S. Hence 5.8 implies that/
 .  .  .there do not exist any VP -feasible S such that F S F F S* . Hence S*
 .is efficient to RVP .
6. SPECIAL CASES
In the present section we consider a vector-valued fractional program-
 .ming problem VFP involving n-set functions and relate it to a special
 .case of VP .
F S , S , . . . , S F S , S , . . . , S .  .1 1 2 n p 1 2 n
VFP V-minimize , . . . , .
G S , S , . . . , S G S , S , . . . , S .  .1 1 2 n p 1 2 n
subject to
H S , S , . . . , S O 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m .j 1 2 n
S , S , . . . , S g An , .1 2 n
where
 . ni A is the n-fold product of a s-algebra A of subsets of a given
set X,
 .ii F , G for i s 1, 2, . . . , p and H for j s 1, 2, . . . , m, are real-val-i i j
ued differentiable functions defined on An,
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 .iii for i s 1, 2, . . . , p, F is a convex and nonnegative function, G isi i
a concave and positive function, and whenever a G is both convex andi
concave the corresponding F , i s 1, 2, . . . , p, is not necessarily restrictedi
to be nonnegative,
 .iv for j s 1, 2, . . . , m, H is a convex function.j
 . w xFrom VFP we now obtain, along the lines of Bector 2 , Bector et al.
w x w x  .4 , and Chandra et al. 6 , an equivalent problem EVFP . It may be
 .verified that the constraint set and the set of efficient properly efficient
 .points of VFP are equivalent, respectively, to the constraint set and the
 .  .set of efficient properly efficient points of EVFP :
EVFP .
F S , S , . . . , S F S , S , . . . , S .  .1 1 2 n p 1 2 n
V-minimize , . . . , 6.1 .
G S , S , . . . , S G S , S , . . . , S .  .1 1 2 n p 1 2 n
subject to
H S , S , . . . , S .j 1 2 n O 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m 6.2 .  .
G S , SS , . . . , S .i 1 2 n
S , S , . . . , S g An . 6.3 .  .1 2 n
Writing
F S , S , . . . , S .i 1 2 n
Q S , S , . . . , S for , i s 1, 2, . . . , p .i 1 2 n G S , S , . . . , S .i 1 2 n
 .in 6.1 , and
H S , S , . . . , S .j 1 2 n
Q S , S , . . . , S for , .i j 1 2 n G S , S , . . . , S .i 1 2 n
i s 1, 2, . . . , p; j s 1, 2, . . . , m
 .  .  .in 6.2 , we see that EVFP reduces to VP .
We now state the following Lemma 6.1, which can be proved easily.
LEMMA 6.1. Let F, G: An ª R1 be differentiable functions and let Q s
FrG.
 .i G is conca¨e and strictly positi¨ e.
 . ii If F is con¨ex and nonnegati¨ e F need not be nonnegati¨ e if G is
. n  .both con¨ex and conca¨e , then Q is a B-¨ ex function on A with B R, S s
 .  . nG R rG S ) 0 for all R and S in A .
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Remark 6.1. In Lemma 6.1, if at least one of the functions F and G is
strictly convexrstrictly concave, Q s FrG is a strictly B-vex function on
An.
 .  .We now introduce the dual program DFP to VFP ,
DFP V-maximize L T , Y .  .
subject to
p
i nU U UD l L T , Y , I y I P 0, for all T g A . T , . . . , Tr i i T T1 n ;r r
is1
l ) 0, y G 0, Y g R p=m , l g R p , y i g Rm , T g An ,
where we assume that
 .i
m
iL T , y s F T q H T rG T , i s 1, 2, . . . , p , .  .  . . i i j i
js1
and
 . nii if a function G is not both convex and concave on A , then thei
corresponding function
m
F T q y H T P 0 for all y P 0, .  .i i j j i j
js1
i s 1, 2, . . . , p , j s 1, 2, . . . , m , T g An .
 .  .  .In view of assumptions i and ii of DFP ; Lemma 6.1, Remarks 3.1, 4.1,
 .  .4.2, and 6.1; and the results of RVP and MVP , the duality results
 .  .relating VFP and DFP are easily established.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present necessary and sufficient optimality conditions
w xand a Wolfe-type 13 dual for a vector-valued primal problem in which
each of the objective functions and the constraint functions is an appropri-
ately restricted B-vex n-set functions. Weak, strong, and strictly converse
duality theorems are proved. The concept of a vector saddle point for a
vector-valued Lagrangian for n-set functions is introduced and its relation-
ship to the vector-valued primal problem is studied. Results for a certain
multiobjective fractional programming problem are shown to follow as a
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 .special case. By introducing the concept of r, B -vex functions, the results
presented in this paper can be easily generated further.
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